
 

Tamper Data Firefox 23 VERIFIED

Hijacking Firefox HTTP requests with Tamper Data, without influence over the
JavaScript execution. The current disclosure of Firefox Tamper Data has shown that
a developer cookie assigned to the Firefox tamper domain could be identified and

the cookie set to a different domain. This would allow a malicious user on the
tamper domain to modify any HTTP requests made through Firefox. The tamper

domain is essentially a user-defined domain that refers to a parent domain with a
custom Firefox tamper configuration. This allows the domain name to be set to

whatever you like; in this case, I set the domain to firefox-script-tamper.com, and
use that domain for everything you see while Tamper Data is active. This is not a

vulnerability in Firefox itself, but a problem with Tamper Data and how it is currently
configured. I hope to see future improvements to the Tamper Data mechanism.

Thus, I went looking for an HTTP GET parameter or cookie that could be crafted and
used with Tamper Data to retrieve the value of deletionID. While testing what it

seemed to be an innocuous-looking form, the Tamper Data page and forms began
to ask me what I wanted to delete. It was an immediate revelation that the

combination of tamper data and a single non-password protection form value (credit
card number) were not a good mix. Tamper Data is a good user interface. It lists the

values available to you for a specific value, as in Figure 1. Below that is shown in
Figure 2 is a list of the values you are currently setting, the defaults, and all that

can be set in the tamper domain. These options can be changed at any time to set
your own tamper domain specific values. Though the tamper configuration window
can be edited on a page-by-page basis, this can be a tedious task and the changes

made do not take immediate effect.
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Tamper Data Firefox 23

firefox 22 also includes the following improvements: the user can now disable
firefox sync for individual sites. the user can now disable firefox’s pocket feature.

the user can now disable firefox sync for individual sites. mozilla said that it will not
build a tamper data extension for firefox 23 because it already added the

technology to the user’s preferences in firefox 22. it makes sense to add the
capability to the user’s default profile. the tamper data feature already exists in

mozilla’s add-ons. tamper data allows the user to see what a site does with data it
collects from the user. for example, it can detect when a site uses a pop-up ad to

scrape the user’s cookies or if a site embeds a social networking plug-in that sends
the user’s browsing history to third-party servers. tamper data uses the user’s

privacy settings to display the warnings. when the user opts into the tamper data
feature, the user is presented with a “allow trackers” dialog box. the box alerts the

user to any third-party plugins that track the user’s browsing history or any site that
uses an embedded social networking plug-in. to build the os from source, you need
to have the following components: source code for the gecko project source code
for the firefox project source code for the xulrunner project (optional) source code

for the sdk and sdk build tools (optional) 5ec8ef588b
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